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Chapter 2317

He has never experienced the scene before him in his entire life.

That kind of depression almost suffocated him.

Even when facing Mark, he never made him feel such depression.

“Finally, is it here?” Not only Long Baichuan, but the black-clothed man who pretended
to be aggressive in front of Mochizuki River immediately dissipated the indifferent smile
on his face, and was replaced by an extremely strong dignity and fear.

He ignored Mochizuki River and Ishiyelong one or two, but raised his head and looked
towards the end of Tianhe.

There is a lingering solemnity in those cold eyes.

At this time, Mochizuki and the two also felt this power, and they no longer cared about
fighting with the black man in front of them. They turned around and stood by the side of
the road, and then with the most respectful posture and the most pious gaze, Greeted,
the gods descend!

Sure enough, as the coercion grew stronger, a holy and majestic figure quietly emerged
at the end of the Tianhe River.

It was a peerless woman with a white skirt fluttering, three thousand green silks like
snow.

Looking from a distance, only if a generation of gods came to the world, illusory and
majestic, out of the dust.

At the first sight of him, Long Baichuan was deeply shocked. In addition to the shock, his
heart was panic.

He couldn’t help howling in his heart.

How can there be such a stunning and majestic woman in this world?

Could it be that she really came to the world as a god?



At that moment, Long Baichuan’s entire brain was blank, staring at the same place,
unable to speak a word.

After all, he lacks strength and lack of xinxing.

In front of the real strong, even his own emotions cannot be controlled.

However, it is not entirely to blame Long Baichuan’s lack of strength. After all, the
opponent’s aura and power are indeed too strong, even the black-clothed man who is
one of the dragon gods has a cold sweat on his forehead.

Obviously, even he did not expect that the other party’s might be so strong?

“See Moon God!” ….

When Long Baichuan and the others were shocked, Mochizuki River and Ishiyelong
rushed forward to worship.

Yuedu ignored them, and since she appeared, her cold eyes have always fallen on the
black man, never moving away.

And, as she got closer, the killing intent in Yuereading’s eyebrows became more
intense.

“Who are you?” “Dare to trespass into the land of my Japanese country and slaughter in
my country.”

“Is there really no one in my Japanese martial arts?” Huh~ The words fell, and the
eloquence suddenly exploded.

Chapter 2318

The sky was originally quiet, and then there was a violent wind, flying sand all over the
sky!

Under the majesty of Yuereading, Long Baichuan’s face was pale, and finally he
vomited a mouthful of blood.

As for the strong dragon god, he was actually forced back a few steps by this power.

Just a drink, there is such a prestige.

Reading the gods of the sun, the moon, and the moon is so terrifying!

At that time, Long Baichuan was desperate.



I thought this time, it was completely finished!

The supreme god of Japan has come, and the two of them are afraid that they will die in
Japan, and they have fallen into the sand here.

The man in black had an ugly expression.

Under the powerful pressure of the Moon Reading God, the black-clothed man resisted
the oppression and raised his head to ask the other party: “Dare to ask your Excellency,
but the Lord of the Sanshen Pavilion, the Japanese God Moon Reading?” I will convey it
on my behalf.”

The black-clothed man said in a deep voice, his tone slightly panic.

Obviously, he is also a little unsure.
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